
Yellow Creek Quilt Designs Sew Along—#2 Sawtooth Star 
5 Blocks—size after this step 4½” X 4½”; finished size 4” X 4” 
 

Please note: There are flying geese sections in this block. Instructions below are for traditional piecing; 
however, I find the 1” X 2” Bloc Loc Flying Geese ruler makes these sections much easier to be accurate 
using this ruler. There is ample yardage figured into the yardage requirements to accommodate this 
methods. Please be sure to adjust cutting below if using this ruler. 

Cutting: 

Light Print 
1—2½” X WOF then cut into 20—1½” X 2½” (for flying geese sections) 
2—1½” X WOF then cut into 30—1½” X 1½” (for outer corners and center squares) 
Black Print  
1—1½” X WOF then cut into 10—1½” X 1½” (for center) 
Burgandy Print 
2—1½” X WOF then cut into 40—1½” X 1½” (for flying geese sections) 
 

Construction: 
You will need a four-patch section for each block. A total of (5) four patch sections for all blocks. Below 
shows one block. 
Using black print fabric squares and (2) light squares the same size to create the four patch as shown 
below. Press toward the black print when possible. 
 

 

 

 

You will need (4) flying geese sections for each block. A total of 20 for all (5) blocks. 
Mark the diagonal on the wrong side of all burgundy print fabric. Lay one square, right sides together 
(rst) on a light rectangle. Stitch across the drawn line. Trim ‘top’ corner of square away. Leave the back-
ground rectangle as your guide when stitching the block together. Press remainder of square to outer 
corner. Leaving the light rectangle in one piece allows for a ‘straight’ piece regardless how accurately 
the square is stitched and pressed. Should you find this too bulky, feel free to trim away both fabrics. 
Repeat on the other side as shown below. 
 

 

 

 

 

Using the sections made above and (4) light 
squares create the block as shown below. Press  
in the direction of the arrows. 
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